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Abstract
This paper presents an on-line controller for a Static Synchronous Shunt
Compensator (STATCOM) to damp subsynchronous frequency oscillations.
Series capacitors in transmission lines can increase stability margin and power
transfer capability but also result in shaft failure or fatigue in a thermal production
unit. Flexible AC Transmission System (FACTS) devices are widely employed
to control several features of the power system. Recent surveys demonstrated that
FACTS devices, equipped with well-designed controllers, can be effective in
damping Subsynchronous Resonance (SSR) oscillations. To achieve this goal, PI
controllers are mostly used that are simple controllers. However, they need exact
and accurate information about the power system, which is hard to get. Therefore,
they lose their desired performance by changing the operating conditions. The
proposed on-line controller is based on an identifier and a pole-shifting controller.
This controller estimates system parameters on-line and shifts the location of
system poles radially with a factor (α) to guarantee the system stability. The
considered structure for the system is Autoregressive Moving Average
Exogenous (ARMAX) model and the used identifier is Recursive Least Squares
(RLS) method. Simulations have been performed by MATLAB/SIMULINK.
The eigenvalue analysis has been obtained to study the SSR characteristics of the
power system and the studied system is IEEE first benchmark model on SSR.
Keywords: Adaptive controller, ARMAX, FACTS devices, Pole shifting controller,
RLS, STATCOM, Subsynchronous resonance.
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1. Introduction
Increasing the energy consumption over the last decades has led the utilities to extend
the transmission networks. Implementing series capacitors in transmission lines is a
practical solution to increase the transmitted power. However, series compensation
transmission lines connected to the turbo-generator system may result in adverse
interactions between network resonant frequency and inherent torsional frequencies
of the turbo-generator system, which is called the subsynchronous resonance
phenomenon.
Introducing FACTS devices has made them one more flexible tool to increase the
power transfer capability of transmission lines. These devices that are basically
employed in power system to control the line voltage and power transfer capability
[1-3] can be effective in damping subsynchronous resonance oscillations and
improving system dynamical stability [1, 4, 5]. FACTS devices are classified as
thyristor-based devices and voltage source converter devices. Although voltage
source converters require GTO, IGBT or MCT switches, which makes them more
expensive than thyristor-based devices, but they have many technical advantages over
the thyristor-based devices like their faster response, less volume occupation and
better performance in a critical situation. Therefore, many papers have focused on
this kind of FACTS devices to reduce the potential risk of SSR phenomena alongside
with improving power quality and voltage profile. Nowadays, FACTS devices have
been widely utilized in the transmission network in order to satisfy the
aforementioned desires. These devices have the potential to damp subsynchronous
resonance with the application of proper controllers. In order to achieve this purpose,
lots of papers have been published on designing new controllers.
Conventional controllers have many deficiencies. For instance, they need a very
exact information from the power system and they are also designed around a certain
operating point. In conventional PI (or lead-lag) controllers that have been used in [510], the controller gains remain constant during system operation. Therefore, as the
system operating condition differs, the controller’s ability decreases unless the
controller parameters are returned. While retuning the PI controller parameters needs
accurate information about all details of the system. The technique of subsynchronous
current suppressor proposed in [11], extracts the subsynchronous component of line
current using filters and injects a voltage in series with the transmission line, which
suppresses the subsynchronous current. Although this controller can damp the
subsynchronous resonance very well and improves system performance, designing
of the filter parameters needs accurate information about the system performance,
therefore they are not applicable in real cases. According to Liu and Hsu [12], the
main advantages and disadvantages of the fuzzy logic controller are described. The
use of fuzzy logic and Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) to adapt the controller
gains are proposed in [13, 14]. However, using these approaches although needs
offline training or depends on inference rules. In some papers [15, 16], optimization
methods for adjusting PI controller parameters have been proposed. Although this
controller can damp the subsynchronous oscillations significantly, it needs exact
information from the system.
With increasing interconnection and penetrating different utilities into the power
system, it is impossible to obtain up-to-date information about all the components for
the sake of modelling the entire system. These defects made the controllers difficult
to apply in practical situations.
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The benefits and priorities of the adaptive controllers are discussed in [17]. These
controllers can regulate their output signal matching to changes in system situation
and therefore they are able to provide sufficient damping for a wide range of operating
condition. According to Kanniah et al., Ramakrishna and Malik and Zhang et al. [1820], the implementation of adaptive controllers in power system have been discussed
to design the Power System Stabilizer (PSS) and damping local modes in a single
machine infinite bus.
In this paper, we propose an online controller to help system defeat with
subsynchronous resonance and other possible difficulties that can cause serious
oscillations in a power system’s output. Although this controller has been previously
used in [21] to damp the low-frequency oscillations, this is the first time that it is
implemented in power system to eliminate subsynchronous resonance oscillations
and also the first time that has been developed for STATCOM. This controller
consists of two main components. The first one is an identifier, which tries to
determine adverse interactions in the power system. This part of the controller
identifies the parameters of the ARMAX model of the system. The RLS method
algorithm has been implemented as the identifier algorithm. The second part is a poleshifting controller, which shifts the root locus of system radially towards the origin
of the unit circle in the z-plane [22]. The pole-shifting factor can be constant or
regulated with optimization tools. The results demonstrate that a fixed pole shifting
factor is adequate to guarantee the system stability and satisfactory performance.
This paper has been organized as follows: Section 2 describes the operation and
control of STATCOM. Section 3 is a brief introduction of the system under study and
its SSR characteristics through eigenvalue analysis and transient simulation. The
described system is the IEEE first benchmark model. In Section 4, the proposed
controller structure is explained as well as simulation results for applying the on-line
controller into the power system are shown. Finally, the conclusion is presented in
Section 5.

2. STATCOM: Operation and Control System Model
The commonly used power circuit of a STATCOM is a multi-pulse or/and a multilevel converter. In this paper, a combination of three level and 12 pulse converter
topology has been employed. In this topology, the DC voltage can maintain constant
through variation of dead angle (β) with fundamental switching frequency [11, 12,
19]. In this converter, the time duration in which, pole voltage is zero, is 4 0 per
cycle. The three-level converter topology can intensively reduce the harmonic
distortion on the ac side. The switching functions for the STATCOM have been
comprehensively discussed in [23]. Figure 1 shows the STATCOM functional
representation. In this figure, the Rst and Xst represent the resistance and reactance of
the coupling transformer, respectively. As well as, Vs is the bus voltage and Est is the
STATCOM’s generated voltage. It is assumed that the generated voltage of
STATCOM leads the bus voltage by an angle α, which is controllable. Additionally,
θ is the angle of bus voltage. The voltage of phase “a” of STATCOM is considered
as v   (2 / 3)V s sin(0 t   ) . The expressions for vb and vc can be also obtained
by phase shifting the phase a voltage as 120o.
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation for STATCOM.
The output voltage of a 12-pulse three level converter by approximating it with
the fundamental component can be written as below:
4

𝑖
𝑉𝑎𝑛
= 𝑉𝑑𝑐 cos(𝛽)sin(𝜔0 𝑡 + Ө + 𝑎

(1)

𝜋

where Vdc is dc link voltage (voltage across the capacitors of converter). It must be
noted here that a twelve-pulse three level converter is similar to a quasi 24-pulse
converter and the 11th and 13th harmonics are negligible when  = 7.5o.

2.1. STATCOM mathematical model in D-Q reference frame
STATCOM can be modelled by transforming the three-phase voltage and currents to
D-Q variables using Kron’s transformation [15]. The voltage source converter’s
magnitude E sti can be controlled by modulating the conduction period, which depends
on dead angle β. The converter output voltage components with respect to D-Q frame
can be expressed as shown below:
𝑡
𝐸𝑠𝑡
= √𝐸𝑠𝑡𝐷 2 + 𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑄 2

(2)

where EstD and EstQ are calculated as expressed below:
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝐷 = 𝑘𝑚 𝑉𝑑𝑐 sin(𝜃 + 𝑎)

(3)

𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑄 = 𝑘𝑚 𝑉𝑑𝑐 cos(𝜃 + 𝑎)

(4)

The following equations describe the STATCOM dynamical behaviour of the DQ frame of reference:
𝑑𝐼𝑠𝑡𝐷
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝐼𝑠𝑡𝑄
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑉𝑑𝑐
𝑑𝑡

=−

𝑅𝑠𝑡 𝜔𝐵

=−

𝑅𝑠𝑡 𝜔𝐵

=

𝜔𝐵
𝑏𝑐

𝑋𝑠𝑡
𝑋𝑠𝑡

𝐼𝑠𝑡𝐷 − 𝜔0 𝐼𝑠𝑡𝑄 +

𝜔𝐵

𝐼𝑠𝑡𝑄 + 𝜔0 𝐼𝑠𝑡𝐷 +

𝜔𝐵

𝑋𝑠𝑡
𝑋𝑠𝑡

[𝑉𝑠𝐷 − 𝐸𝑠𝑡𝐷 ]

(5)

[𝑉𝑠𝑄 − 𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑄 ]

(6)

𝑘𝑚 (sin(𝜃 + 𝑎) 𝐼𝑠𝑡𝐷 + cos(𝜃 + 𝑎) 𝐼𝑠𝑡𝑄 ) −

𝜔𝐵
𝑉
𝑏𝑐 𝑅𝑝 𝑑𝑐

(7)

In above-mentioned equations, the IstQ and IstD are the D-Q components of
STATCOM’s injected current and km is the modulation index. In addition, ωB, ω0, bc,
Rp and α are base angular frequency, system frequency, (which is constant or varies
very slowly), suspedance, models capacitor loss, (which is in parallel with capacitor)
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and the phase difference between STATCOM output voltage and bus voltage,
respectively. In the three level NPC converters, the modulation index can be
calculated as km = kcos .

2.2. STATCOM control
As mentioned, it is desirable to be able to change the magnitude of the converter’s
output voltage without changing the dc voltage. This goal can be obtained in many
different ways depending on the converter topology. For instance, in a two-level
converter topology, it is achievable through PWM switching, which demands higher
switching frequency and leads to increase losses. Three level converter topology
made this possible by changing the dead angle (β) with fundamental switching
frequency. To reach this goal, a type I controller structure is used. Figure 2 shows the
block diagram of this type of controller for STATCOM [15]. As it can be observed
in this figure, the reactive current injected by STATCOM can be maintained constant
or it can be adjusted to keep the STATCOM bus voltage at a fixed value.
The active current is in phase with the bus voltage and the reactive current is in
quadrature (lagging) with the bus voltage. The relationship between D-Q and P-R
variables can be defined as shown below:
𝐼𝑠𝑡𝑄 + 𝑗𝐼𝑠𝑡𝐷 = 𝑒 𝑖Ө (𝐼𝑝 − 𝑗𝐼𝑅 )

(8)

Therefore, the real and reactive current can be described as follows:
𝐼𝑃 = 𝐼𝑠𝑡𝐷 sin(Ө) + 𝐼𝑠𝑡𝑄 cos(Ө)

(9)

𝐼𝑅 = −𝐼𝑠𝑡𝐷 cos(Ө) + 𝐼𝑠𝑡𝑄 sin(Ө)

(10)

When STATCOM is absorbing real and reactive power, the above equations
result in positive values.
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Fig. 2. Type-1 controller for STATCOM.

3. System Under Study
Figure 3 shows the modified IEEE first benchmark model with STATCOM [24]. In
this benchmark, the mechanical system comprises six lumped masses: a HighPressure Turbine (HP), an Intermediate Pressure Turbine (LP), two low-pressure
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turbines (LPA, LPB), the Generator (GEN) and the Exciter (EXC), which are
mechanically coupled by shaft sections of known torsional elasticity. In addition, as
seen in Fig. 3, there is a transmission network in which, Xt and R are the line’s
resistance and inductive reactance. In addition, the lines are equipped with series
compensation presented by Xc as the capacitance of this series compensator. It should
be noted here that the used STATCOM’s parameters in this study are presented in
Table 1 at the following. As shown in Fig. 2, the main function of STATCOM in the
transmission line is to regulate the voltage of STATCOM’s bus. According to Varma
et al. [5], there are two sights for SSR:
 Self-excitation involving both induction generator effect and torsional
interaction.
 Transient torque or transient SSR.
The steady-state SSR is studied using damping torque analysis and eigenvalue
analysis, which uses the linearized model at the operating point and transient SSR is
analyzed through transient simulation with the system nonlinear model [11]. In this
paper, the SSR analysis is based on eigenvalue analysis and transient simulation.
The analysis of SSR phenomena requires a detailed modelling of the overall
power system. This model is comprising of the synchronous generator, excitation
system, and power system stabilizer with torsional filter, AC network, which contains
the series capacitor, STATCOM, and mechanical system. The complete linearized
model of the overall system for SSR studies is presented in [25]. The following
assumption is made in analyzing the SSR characteristics of a thermal power plant.

𝜔
Synchronous
Generator

LPA

LPB

GEN

EXC

𝑡

𝑉𝑡 𝜃

IP

HP

Turbines

𝐸

G
𝐼 𝑡

Infinite Bus

STATCOM
𝑉

Fig. 3. The IEEE first benchmark model with STATCOM.
Table 1. Parameters of the STATCOM.
Parameter

Symbol

Value

SStatcom
VBase
Rp
Rs
Xs
bc

100 MVA
400 KV
78.7
0.01 ohms
0.015 ohms
0.0037

Power rating
Base voltage
Models capacitor loss
Resistance of the coupling transformer
Reactance of the coupling transformer
Suspedance
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 The considered model for the generator is (2.2) model. Therefore, the
synchronous generator is represented by a 6th order differential equations.
 The dynamics of turbin-governer system is neglected. Therefore, the input
mechanical power to the system is assumed to be constant.
 The compensation level provided by the series capacitor is set at 0.44 p.u.
 The machine delivers 0.9 p.u. power to the transmission line.
The STATCOM linearized model for dynamical studies is discussed in section II.
Here, a complete analysis of SSR phenomena is validated. As mentioned, the most
effective tools to study the oscillatory behaviour of the power system are eigenvalue
analysis and transient simulation studies.

3.1. Eigenvalue analysis
Table 2 shows the eigenvalues of the electrical and mechanical system, which are
obtained from a linearized model of the overall system [26]. The first column of the
eigenvalues is referred to the case in which, the STATCOM is not involved in the
SSR analysis. It is evident that the mode-3 of torsional frequencies is unstable due to
its interaction with network subsynchronous mode. The second column of
eigenvalues shows the case considering the STATCOM connected at the generator
bus. As seen, the inclusion of STATCOM can increase the damping of the unstable
mode and improve the system stability slightly. It is also obtained from this results
that changing the network characteristics of the system cannot affect the mode-5
features. The reason for this can be the high value for its modal inertia [15]. It is
obvious that the mode-0 or electromechanical mode is always stable and has a high
damping. It is provided through implementing of PSS in the system.
Comparison of the eigenvalue analysis of these two cases expresses that the effect
of STATCOM on SSR characteristics of the network is not remarkable and it is
shown in Table 2 that although the STATCOM can reduce the undamping of unstable
mode, it is still unstable and may cause the harmful effects on the power system.
Table 2. The eigenvalue analysis results of the
system understudy with and without STATCOM.
Mode
0
1
2
3
4
5
Network mode-1
(subsynchronous mode)
Network mode-2
(supersynchronous mode)

Case study
without
STATCOM

Case study
with
STATCOM

-1.04 ± j7.68
-0.23 ± j99.049
-0.07 ± j126.99
0.42 ± j161.4
-0.36 ± j202.75
-1.85 ± j298.17

-1.29 ± j7.5
-0.29 ± j98.97
-0.08 ± j126.98
0.30 ± j162.1
-0.36 ± j202.78
-1.85 ± j298.17

-2.88 ± j162.27

-2.11 ± j161.55

-2.97 ± j590.92

-2.65 ± j591.12

3.2. Transient simulation
The transient simulation is validated using the nonlinear model of the
electromechanical system and transmission line in MATLAB/Simulink environment.
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In this analysis, the effect of switching in the system or transformers magnetic
saturation can be modelled. For this analysis, a 10% decrease in input mechanical
torque is imposed on the power system as a disturbance for 0.5 seconds. Figures 4
and 5 show the division of rotor angle and the output electrical torque of power
system, respectively, for case studies with and without STATCOM. In this figures, it
is obviously shown that the amplitude of electrical torque and rotor angle oscillations
grows with time, which eventually will result in system unstably. Figures 6 and 7
show the FFT analysis for the electrical torque signal. It can be seen that as the time
grows, the amplitude of 160 rad/sec unstable frequency increases while the other
modes will decay with time. This result completely matches with the eigenvalue
analysis, which expresses that the unstable mode in the 0.44 series compensation
level is the mode-3. It is obtained from these figures that although implementing
STATCOM in power system can be effective in reducing the oscillations magnitude,
it is not adequate to damp the subsynchronous resonance oscillations solely.
Therefore, an auxiliary controller is needed to employ for damping the
subsynchronous resonance oscillations. As seen in Fig. 4, the auxiliary controller
output is injected into the voltage controller. The following section proposes an online controller for damping subsynchronous resonance oscillations.

Fig. 4. A comparison in variation of rotor angle
for pulse change of input mechanical power in system
for the case studies with and without STATCOM.

Fig. 5. A comparison in electrical torque
for pulse change of input mechanical power in system
for the case studies with and without STATCOM.
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Fig. 6. FFT analysis for electrical torque for system without STATCOM.

Fig. 7. FFT analysis for electrical torque for system with STATCOM.

4. Proposed Online Controller
As mentioned previously, the conventional controllers have the deficiencies like
losing their performance with changing the operating situation or depending on
detailed information of the system. Figure 8 shows the schematic overview of the online controller, which has been used in this paper. As shown, the desired output signal
of transmission network d(t) and the input of STATCOM controller x(t) are sent to
the identifier at each sampling time to estimate the system parameters. Then, the
identified parameters are sent to the pole-shifting controller to compute the proper
output to damp the oscillatory behaviour of the system. This on-line controller is
based on two parts: the pole shifting controller and the identifier.
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(𝑡)
STATCOM

Transmission System

(𝑡)

Power system

PS control
^
θ(t)
RLS Identifier

Fig. 8. Schematic diagram of the proposed online controller.

4.1. System model
The considered system can be described with an ARMAX model. This model is a
description of the system as a time series statistical model. This model can be defined
as shown below:
𝐴(𝑧 −1 ) (𝑡) = 𝐵(𝑧 −1 ) (𝑡) + 𝐶(𝑧 −1 )𝑒(𝑡)

(11)

where x(t) stands for system input and d(t) goes for system output or desired signal.
Also, e(t) represents the additive white noise with a Gaussian distribution, zero mean
and variance of 2. A(z-1), B(z-1) and C(z-1) are polynomials in discrete time-domain,
which can be expressed as below:
𝐴(𝑧 −1 ) = 1 + 𝑎1 𝑧 −1 + 𝑎2 𝑧 −2 + ⋯ + 𝑎𝑛𝑎 𝑧 −𝑛𝑎
𝐵(𝑧

−1 )

=

𝐶(𝑧 −1 ) =

1𝑧
0

−1

+

+
1𝑧

2𝑧
−1

−2

+

+⋯+

2𝑧
-1

−2

𝑛𝑏 𝑧

+ ⋯+
-1

(12)

−𝑛𝑏

(13)

𝑛𝑐 𝑧

−𝑛𝑐

(14)

-1

where na, nb and nc are A(z ), B(z ) and C(z ) polynomials orders.

4.2. System identifier
The identifier’s objective is to converge the vector of parameters. The good
performance of the identification and the ability to track the variation in the
system operation are needed for precise operation of the controller, which tries
to effect the system operation [27]. The method, which has been used in this paper
to estimate the model parameters is the recursive least squares identifier (RSL).
Between different methods for identification in the on-line controllers, the RLS
has several advantages like simple calculation and good convergence properties
[19]. As mentioned, the objective of the identification system from the least
squares concept is a convergence of the parameter vector, which minimizes the
squares of the prediction error as follows:
̂ (𝑡) = [𝑎̂1 , 𝑎̂2 , … , 𝑎̂𝑛𝑎 , ̂1 , … , ̂𝑛𝑏 , 0̂ , 1̂ , … , 𝑛𝑐
Ө
̂ ]

(15)

In order to minimize the error between the measured output d(t) and the predicted
output ̂ (t), the prediction error is defined as follows:
2
𝜀 2 (𝑡) = [ (𝑡) − ̂ (𝑡)]
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The predicted output can be obtained as:
̂ (𝑡) = 𝜑(𝑡)𝑇 . Ө
̂ (𝑡 − 1)

(17)

where 𝜑(𝑡) is a column vector, which contains the last na sample of the system output
and the nb samples of the input signal. This vector can be expressed as:
𝜑(𝑡) = [− (𝑡 − 1), − (𝑡 − 2), … , − (𝑡 − 𝑛𝑎 ), (𝑡 − 1), (𝑡 − 2), … , (𝑡 −
𝑇

̂ (𝑡 − 1)) , … , 𝜀 (𝑡 − 𝑛𝑐 |Ө
̂ (𝑡 − 𝑛𝑐 ))]
𝑛𝑏 ), 𝜀 (𝑡 − 1|Ө

(18)

The vector parameters 𝜃̂ (𝑡) can be obtained through a set of recursive equations,
which are given as below:
̂ (𝑡) = Ө
̂ (𝑡 − 1) + 𝐾(𝑡)[ (𝑡) − Ө
̂ 𝑇 (𝑡 − 1)𝜑(𝑡)]
Ө

(19)

In which, K(t) is the gain matrix and can be calculated as follows:
𝐾(𝑡) =

𝑃(𝑡−1)𝜑(𝑡)

(20)

𝜆+𝜑𝑇 (𝑡)𝑃(𝑡−1)𝜑(𝑡)

where 𝑃(𝑡) is the covariance matrix, which given as shown below:
1

𝑃(𝑡) = [1 − 𝐾 𝑇 (𝑡)𝜑(𝑡)]𝑃(𝑡 − 1)
𝜆

(21)

In the above equation, λ is the forgetting factor, which is used to put more
emphasis on newer data. As the λ becomes smaller, the contribution of previous data
will be smaller. The forgetting factor is usually chosen between 0.98 and 1.

4.3. Control strategy
Figure 9 shows the feedback control setup for the pole-shifting controller. In this
figure, if the transfer function of the feedback loop assumed as follows:
𝑥(𝑡)
𝑑(𝑡)

=−

𝐺(𝑧 −1 )
𝐹(𝑧 −1 )

(22)

where G(z-1) and F(z-1) are defined as expressed below:
𝐹(𝑧 −1 ) = 1 + 𝑓1 𝑧 −1 + 𝑓2 𝑧 −2 + ⋯ + 𝑓𝑛𝑓 𝑧 −𝑛𝑓

(23)

𝐺(𝑧 −1 ) = 𝑔0 + 𝑔1 𝑧 −1 + 𝑔2 𝑧 −2 + ⋯ + 𝑔𝑛𝑔 𝑧 −𝑛𝑔

(24)

where nf = nb - 1 and ng = na - 1. As seen in Fig. 9, the denominator of the transfer
function for closed-loop system can be obtained as follows:
𝑇(𝑧) = 𝐴(𝑧)𝐹(𝑧) + 𝐵(𝑧)𝐺(𝑧)

(25)

The pole-shifting controller is based on the pole-assignment algorithm [21],
although in pole assignment algorithm, the poles of system are placed in specific
places, but in the pole-shifting controller, the closed-loop poles of system are shifted
radially toward the unit circle in z-domain by a factor named α. So, Eq. (25) can be
rewritten as follows:
𝐴(𝑧)𝐹(𝑧) + 𝐵(𝑧)𝐺(𝑧) = 𝐴(𝛼𝑧)

(26)

By comparing the coefficients of both sides of the above equation, the following
results can be obtained:
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𝑍 = 𝑀−1

(27)

where L, M and Z are defined as shown below:
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3

.

𝑛𝑏 ]

− 1)𝑎𝑛𝑎

.

]𝑇

(29)

]𝑇

(30)

In which, matrix M elements are identified by the RLS algorithm in each sampling
period. The controller output can be calculated as:
(𝑡) = 𝜉 𝑇 (𝑡). 𝑍

(31)

The ξ T (t) in above equation is a vector, which contains the last nf stored data
of the input signal and last 𝑛𝑔 data for the output signal. This vector is given as:
𝜉(𝑡) = [− (𝑡 − 1), … , − (𝑡 − 𝑛𝑓 ), − (𝑡), … , − (𝑡 − 1), … , − (𝑡 − 𝑛𝑔 )]

𝑇

(32)

Fig. 9. Discrete model of system with PS controller in feedback loop.

4.4. Analysis of SSR with online controller
In this section, the accuracy and performance of the proposed controller are tested.
As mentioned, the test system is the IEEE first benchmark model on SSR equipped
with STATCOM. Both the mechanical and electrical signals can be implemented as
the input signal for identification purpose. Khalilinia and Venkatasubramian [28]
expressed that the mechanical signals are more reliable than electrical signals for the
identification process since the unstable modes are more observable in these signals,
however in practical studies the measurement of mechanical signals is associated with
error, and therefore the electrical torque is considered as the input of the identifier in
this study.
For demonstrating the accurate performance of identifier in tracking the system
changing operation, two different disturbances are obligated to the system. A
sampling time of 0.005 s (200 Hz) chosen for the identifier is found to be adequate.
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Figure 10 shows the output of the RLS identifier in different operating conditions
in the system. Here, a 10% decrease in input mechanical power is applied in 0.5
seconds and it is cleared after 0.5 seconds. The second disturbance, which is applied
to the system is 10% increase in input mechanical power. As seen in this figure, after
the disturbance occurred in the system the identifier converges and the new
parameters of the system are just identified.
Figures 11-14 show the simulation results for rotor angle division and electrical
torque of the system. It can be seen in these figures that when a disturbance happens
in the system the on-line controller traces the system changing operation and injects
proper signal to increase the damping of the unstable frequencies. In these figures, a
comparison between the PI controllers for the auxiliary controller and the proposed
on-line controller has been done. It is evident that the PI controller designed for 0.8
power transfer, loses its performance with changing the operating condition and in
some cases, the system may even become unstable. Even at the PI controller operating
point, the overshoot and the settling time for the proposed controller are less than the
PI controller, which is due to the flexibility and fast operation of the proposed on-line
controller that is not based on old information of the system and works with newly
received data. The order considered for the AR model is 50 and the MA model is 6
according to [28]. The controller output has been limited between 0.01 and -0.01 and
the forgetting factor is considered as 0.9998. Figure 11 shows the simulation results
for the case study in which, the generator delivers 0.9 p.u. power to the transmission
line. As shown, the operation of the on-line controller is more desirable, as it can
reduce the overshoot and settling time of the system significantly. Figure 12 shows
that in operating point 0.8, which is the operating condition that the PI controller is
designed for, the performance of this controller is acceptable, however even in this
operating point, the performance of the on-line controller is so close to PI controller
and it can reduce the system overshoot. Figures 13 and 14 show the output of the
study system as a result to step change in mechanical input power in the 0.75 and 0.7
p.u. power transfer in power system, respectively. According to these figures and
results, it is obvious that the PI controller cannot overcome the undamping due to the
SSR phenomena when the operating point changes, while the proposed controller can
damp the subsynchronous resonance oscillations very well.

Fig. 10. ARMAX model identified parameters
following two different disturbances in study system.
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(a) Rotor angle division.

(b) Electrical torque.
Fig. 11. Study system equipped with online controller response
to step change in mechanical input in 0.9 power transfer operating point.

(a) Rotor angle division.

(b) Electrical torque.
Fig. 12. Study system equipped with online controller response to
step change in mechanical input in 0.8 power transfer operating point.
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(a) Rotor angle division.

(b) Electrical torque.
Fig. 13. Study system equipped with online controller response
to step change in mechanical input in 0.75 power transfer operating point.

(a) Rotor angle division

(b) Electrical torque
Fig. 14. Study system equipped with online controller response
to step change in mechanical input in 0.7 power transfer operating point.
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5. Conclusion
This paper focused on using on-line controllers to damp the subsynchronous
resonance oscillations. It was shown through transient simulations and eigenvalue
analysis, that presence of STATCOM does not have an important effect on SSR
characteristics of study system. Therefore for the purpose of damping
subsynchronous oscillation, an auxiliary controller is needed to be considered in
STATCOM controller. This paper proposes an on-line controller to guarantee the
system stability of the system by changing the operating condition. The proposed
controller consists of two considerable sections: identifier and the pole shifting
controller. Fast and exact convergence of the identified parameters ensures the
desired performance of the on-line controller. Designing of the on-line controller does
not need the accurate information about the system but its performance is more
reliable than model-based controllers. The proposed controller can adapt to new
conditions of the system and can be applied for other FACTS devices without needing
to retune the parameters. Simulation results show that the STATCOM using on-line
controller can damp the subsynchronous oscillations significantly and faster than the
conventional PI controllers. It was demonstrated that the controller can keep its
performance even during the large disturbances. Although the online controller is
computationally intensive, it can provide better performance for system and does not
need accurate information of the system; therefore, it can be implemented in real time.

Nomenclatures
A(z-1)
B(z-1)
bc
C(z-1)
d(t)
e(t)
Est
Ip
IR
IstD
IstQ
km
na
nb
nc
Rp
Rst
Vdc
Vs
Xc
Xst
x(t)

Polynomial in discrete time-domain
Polynomial in discrete time-domain
Suspedance
Polynomial in discrete time-domain
System output
Additive white noise
STATCOM’s generated voltage
Real current
Reactive current
D-Q components of STATCOM’s injected current
D-Q components of STATCOM’s injected current
Modulation index
A(z-1) polynomial order
B(z-1) polynomial order
C(z-1) polynomial order
Models capacitor loss
Resistance of the coupling transformer
DC link voltage
Bus voltage
Capacitance of this series compensator
Reactance of the coupling transformer
System input

Greek Symbols
Phase difference between STATCOM output voltage
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λ


ωB
ω0

and bus voltage
Dead angle
Forgetting factor
Angle of bus voltage
Base angular frequency
System frequency

Abbreviations
ANNs
ARMAX
EXC
FACTS
GEN
HP
LP
PSS
RLS
SSR
STATCOM

Artificial Neural Networks
Autoregressive Moving Average Exogenous
Exciter
Flexible Ac Transmission System
Generator
High-Pressure Turbine
Intermediate Pressure Turbine
Power System Stabilizer
Recursive Least Squares
Subsynchronous Resonance
Static Synchronous Shunt Compensator
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